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Abstract. Digital data storage is becoming ever Introduction. Today, more data is stored in the

more abundant and cheap. This, along with other
technological advances, has brought about an age of
mass storage of information, much of it in the form of
images. In order to be able to process these stockpiles
of image data, new and faster computer algorithms
are needed.
One area of interest is that of image mosaicking,
i.e., comparing two overlapping images and nding
the proper scaling, angle of rotation, and translation
needed to t one with the other. Early methods for
mosaicking images included visual inspection or exhaustive, pixel by pixel, search for the best match.
With such large quantities of images as we have today, and the increasing need for accuracy, these methods are no longer feasible. Several new mosaicking
methods have been proposed based on Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT).
The existing FFT-based algorithms do not always
lead to reasonable mosaicking. In this paper, we formalize the corresponding expert rules and, as a result,
design an optimal FFT-based mosaicking algorithm.

form of images than ever before. In particular, satellite photos provide a good description of the Earth
areas. Often, we are interested in the area which is
covered by several satellite photos, so we need to combine (mosaic) these photos into a single image. The
problem is that we do not know the exact orientation
of the satellite-based camera, so the photos may be
shifted and rotated with respect to each other, and
we do not know the exact values of these shift and
rotation. Therefore, to mosaic two images, we must
nd how shifted and rotated these images are relative
to one another.

A similar problem occurs when we search images
stored on the web. We may want to nd all images
which contain a certain pattern (e.g., a certain text),
but this pattern may be scaled dierently in dierent
web images. So, we must be able to mosaic two images: the image which contains the desired pattern,
and the image which is stored on the web. We must
be able to nd the shift, rotation, and scaling after
which these two images match in the best possible

way.
At present, mosaicking of satellite images is mainly
done manually, by trial and error. This trial-anderror procedure is di cult to automate: for n n
images, where n can be from 1,000 to 6,000, we have
n2 possible shifts, which, together with  n possible rotations and  n possible scalings, make for an
impossible number of  n4 ( 1012 ) possible image
comparisons. It is therefore necessary to come up
with time-saving mosaicking algorithms.

The existing FFT-based mosaicking algorithms. To decrease the mosaicking time, re-

searchers have proposed methods based on Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). The best of known FFTbased mosaicking algorithms is presented in 5]. The
main idea of FFT-based mosaicking is as follows.
It is known that if two images I1 (~x) and I2 (~x) dier
only by shift, i.e., if I2 (~x) = I1 (~x + ~a) for some (unknown) shift ~a, then their Fourier transforms Fi (~!)
are related by the following formula:
F2 (~! ) = ei (~! ~a)  F1 (~!):
(1)
Therefore, if the images are indeed obtained from
each other by shift, then we have M2 (~!) = M1 (~!),
where we denoted Mi (~!) = jFi (~!)j. The actual value
of the shift can be obtained if we use the formula (1)
to compute the value of the following ratio:
F (~! )  F2 (~! )
R(~! ) = 1
jF1 (~!)  F2 (~!)j :
We get R(~!) = ei (~! ~a) . Therefore, the inverse Fourier
transform P (~x) of this ratio is equal to the deltafunction (~x ; ~a). In other words, in the ideal nonoise situation, this inverse Fourier transform P (~x)
is equal to 0 everywhere except for the point ~x = ~a
so, from P (~x), we can easily determine the desired
shift.
In the presence of noise, we expect the values of
P (~x) to be slightly dierent from the delta-function,
but still, the value jP (~a)j should be much larger than
all the other values of this function. So, we can nd
the shift ~a as the point for which jP (~x)j takes the
largest possible value.
If, in addition to shift, we also have rotation and
scaling, then the absolute values Mi (~!) of the corresponding Fourier transforms are not equal, but dier




from each by the corresponding rotation and scaling.
If we go from Cartesian to polar coordinates (r ) in
the ~!-plane, then rotation by an angle 0 is described
by a simple shift-like formula  !  + 0 . In these
same coordinates, scaling is also simple, but not shiftlike: r !   r. If we go to log-polar coordinates (  ),
where = log(r), then scaling also becomes shift-like:
! + b, where b = log(). So, in log-polar coordinates, both rotation and scaling are described by a
shift.
Therefore, in order to detect the rotation and scaling between M1 and M2 , we move both images to
log-polar coordinates and then use the above FFTbased algorithm to determine the corresponding shift
(0  log()). From the corresponding \shift" values,
we can reconstruct the rotation angle 0 and the scaling coe cient . Now, we can apply the corresponding rotation and scaling to one of the original images. As a result, we get two images which are already aligned in terms of rotation and scaling, and
the only dierence between them is in an (unknown)
shift. So, we can again apply the above described
FFT-based algorithm: this time, actaully to determine shift. Hence, we get the desired mosaicking.
In many real life situations, this algorithm works
well, but in many others, it fails to determine the shift
correctly. In this paper, we describe an improvement
of this algorithm. The details are given in 1].
Main idea. In the existing algorithm, we determine
the shift as the point ~x on a grid for which jP (~x)j
attains the largest possible value. The actual values
of rotation angle 0 and log-scaling log() may not
be exactly on the grid as a result, when we use the
FFT-based shift-detection algorithm to determine rotation and scaling, we do not determine them exactly.
Hence, the alignment made by these approximate values of rotation angle and scaling is not exact. For
noisy images, the additional distortion produced by
this mis-alignment often prevents the shift-detecting
algorithm from nding the shift between the images
I1 and I2 .
To decrease this distortion, in shift detection, we
would like to be able to nd a more accurate estimate
of the shift, even when its actual value is not from the
grid. In 1-D case, if the function jP (x)j has a large

maximum at a point a and is equal to 0 for all x 6= a,
then, of course, the actual value of the shift is a.
However, if the value jP (x)j is large for two sequential
points x1 and x2 , then probably the actual shift is
somewhere between x1 and x2 . In other words, the
actual shift should be equal to x = w1  x1 + w2  x2
for some weights w1 + w2 = 1.
The larger jP (xi )j, the closer the actual shift point
to xi  so, the larger the weight wi should be. It
therefore seems reasonable to take wi = f (jP (xi )j)
for some monotonically increasing function f (z ). For
this choice, however, we cannot guarantee that w1 +
w2 = 1, so we must normalize these weights, and take
f (jP (x1 )j)  x1 + f (jP (x2 )j)  x2
(1)
x=
f (jP (x1 )j) + f (jP (x2 )j):
In a 2-D case, we can similarly take two points
x1  x2 , y1  y2 in each of the grid's directions, and use
the sums of the corresponding values f (jP )) as the
weights:
wx1  x1 + wx2  x2
x=

(2)
w +w
x1

(3)

= f (jP (xi  y1)j) + f (jP (xi  y2 )j)

(4)

y

where
wxi

x2

wy1  y1 + wy2  y2

wy1 + wy2

=

= f (jP (x1  yi )j) + f (jP (x2  yi )j):
(5)
The question is: which function f (z ) is the best?
wyi

We want to determine a family of functions
f (z ). All we want from the function f (z ) is the

weights. These probabilities are computed according
to the formulas (1{5). From the expressions (1{5),
one can easily see that if we multiply all the values of this function f (z ) by an arbitrary constant C ,
i.e., if we consider a new function fe(z ) = C  f (z ),
then this new function will lead (after the normalization involved in (1{3)), to exactly the same values of the weights. Thus, whether we choose f (z )
or fe(z ) = C  f (z ), does not matter. So, what we
are really choosing is not a single function f (z ), but
a family of functions fC  f (z )g (characterized by a
parameter C > 0).

We want to choose the best function f (z).

There can be several dierent optimality criteria: reconstruction accuracy, computational simplicity, etc.
We would like to get our result in the most general
form, i.e., we would like to have a result which would
be applicable to all possible reasonable optimality criteria.
One thing which is reasonable to require is that
if we change the units for measuring P , i.e., if we
replace P by   P , the relative quality of dierent
weight-generating functions f (z ) should not change.
Arguing like in 2, 4], we get the following results:
Denition 1. Let f (z) be a dierentiable strictly increasing function from real numbers to non-negative
real numbers. By a family that corresponds to this
function f (z ), we mean a family of all functions of the
type fe(z ) = C  f (z ), where C > 0 is an arbitrary positive real number. (Two families are considered equal
if they coincide, i.e., consist of the same functions.)
In the following text, we will denote the set of all
possible families by .
Denition 2. By an optimality criterion, we mean a
consistent pair ( ) of relations on the set  of all
alternatives which satises the following conditions,
for every F G H 2 :
(1) if F  G and G  H then F  H
(2) F F
(3) if F G then G F
(4) if F G and G H then F H
(5) if F  G and G H then F  H
(6) if F G and G  H then F  H
(7) if F  G then G 6 F and F 6 G.
Comment. The intended meaning of these relations
is as follows:
F  G means that with respect to a given criterion, G is better than F 
F G means that with respect to a given criterion, F and G are of the same quality.
Under this interpretation, conditions (1){(7) have
simple intuitive meaning e.g., (1) means that if G
is better than F , and H is better than G, then H is
better than F .

Denition 3.
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